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Abstract—Human presence detection is a continuously 

sought of an issue by the scientific community. Visual 

camera-based technologies have emerged recently with 

low cost and easy usage. However, these technologies 

have been increased the user privacy issues. Hence it is 

highly essential to design a human detection system 

without compromising the user privacy, comfort, cost and 

easy deployment. The pyroelectric infrared (PIR) based 

sensor systems are introduced however this technology is 

incapable to detect the presence of stationary human 

because it can detect the fluctuating signals only. In this 

paper, we have proposed a novel infrared (IR) based 

sensor system to detect the human presence either mobile 

or immobile in targeted locations with high accuracy. The 

proposed infrared (IR) sensor is designed to sense the 

heat radiation emitted by the human body, it detects the 

human presence accurately in targeted locations. The 

proposed IR based sensor system has successfully 

deployed in a targeted location and tested successfully for 

detecting the human presence and also other objects.  

 

Index Terms—Human Presence, IR sensor, PIR sensor, 

body temperature, target location. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Automation of devices has revolutionized the comfort 

levels of the human life. New devices are equipped with 

automated systems for reducing the need for human effort. 

The eco-friendly automation is relying on sensors, 

transducers, and control systems. Therefore researchers 

have focused much on developing sensors with new 

technologies for sensing and detection of the targeted 

objects. Human exhibits various unique characteristic like 

body temperature, shape and color, and release of CO2 [1]. 

Our research work aims to create a system which can 

respond to the human body temperature for detection. IR 

sensors are best and accurate to measure radiated heat by 

human body. It is the most precise characteristic for 

human detection in sensitive locations. It is well known 

that anything that has a temperature above absolute zero 

emits infrared radiation [2]. Another crucial challenge is 

human body temperature is not constant which varies 

from 36.5 to 37.5 °C due to wearable clothes, external 

conditions like seasons and day and night timings. The 

primary factors for localization of human presence may 

include the distance between the heat source and sensor 

system [3]. The body surface radiation is absorbed by the 

sensor can range from 20°C to 40°C depending on the 

external conditions. For indoor applications the sensor 

should be able to differentiate human from static 

objects/things like metal objects, wooden furniture and 

plastic objects even though the human is mobile or 

immobile. The parameters like distance, angle and 

coordinates are calculated using the position of the 

sensing device for accurate human location in the field of 

view (FOV) or targeted location. Therefore, it is highly 

essential to choose the IR sensors for concerning range, 

accuracy, and FOV. This research work has proposed 

Omron D6T-44L-06 MEMS IR sensor which results 4x4 

array pixel low-resolution thermal image as graphical 

output. The outcome of this work is to visualize the 

thermal signature of human and human-object interaction 

in two dimension (2D) using thermopile modules of 

Omron D6T sensor. The position of sensors is also 

another crucial parameter to consider for better coverage 

of FOV. The number of required sensors is based on size 

of FOV and human count by avoid the interference range 

between multiple sensors [4]. 

Unlike CCTV cameras, the low resolution 2D thermal 

signature output of the thermopile sensor is not smooth to 

interpret thereby reduces the privacy concerns of the 

users. The 2D array matrix output of Omron D6T MEMS 

series sensor identifies the pixels of relatively high 

temperature than the surrounding and gives the location 

and presence of the human in range [5]. The PIR sensors 

were most commonly preferred to detect human presence 

before the thermal sensors due to low cost. However PIR 

sensor can able to identify the signals from the person in 

motion and simultaneously it results the false negative 

when the person was stationary. PIR sensor also has 

another limitation of time transmission delay of 

approximately 2 seconds to 9 minutes. On the other hand, 

the thermal sensor can continuously differentiate a 

stationary human from other static or dynamic objects. 
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The thermal sensor is more capable device for human 

detection than existing technologies like visual camera. 

Although visual camera gives the high quality images 

higher than 4x4 pixel sensing array, whereas using visual 

camera at night time required continuous illumination of 

light [6]. The characteristic of the thermopile does not 

allow energy emitting to the surrounding which keeps the 

sensor unaffected. Hence, visual camera and thermopile 

sensor based technologies are failed to achieve human 

privacy and accuracy [7]. 

 

II.  APPLICATIONS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The thermal sensory system is a new field has many 

revolutionary capabilities. 

A. Security and Privacy 

The human detection systems are very important in 

security and surveillance fields. Due to the limitations of 

PIR sensor, now the emerging applications are 

demanding thermal sensor based human/object detection 

systems. To further improve the security aspects, thermal 

sensors can be coupled with PIR and ultrasonic sensor to 

make the device more perfect for detecting each human 

activity [8]. 

B. Disaster Relief 

Every year thousands of people die in natural disasters, 

a significant percentage of them can be saved if efficient 

detection devices are available. Therefore, smart thermal 

sensing devices can help to detect the humans buried 

under the rubble. Currently, these thermal sensors are not 

able to penetrate deeply into the rubble, but they still can 

provide an extra 3-8m arm to the rescuers which indeed a 

significant role for saving the people [9].  

C. Medical Treatments and Safety from Radiation 

Thermal imaging plays a key role in medical 

treatments. If adequately calibrated sensors can detect the 

variations found in thermal signature of the patients 

which helps to detect the appropriate problem and 

diagnosis [10].  One of the most recent utilization of these 

proposed sensors involves alert the people from radiation 

exposure.  

D. Energy Management Systems 

The automated devices can use the thermal sensors like 

Omron D6T to detect the presence of the human to 

control home appliances. Smart thermostats have 

developed to adjust the indoor temperature automatically 

and regulate the room environment through the mobile 

applications [11]. 

E. Activity Recognition and Localization 

Another critical application of Omron D6T thermal 

sensor deals with assisting older and physically 

challenged people. The sensor was successfully able to 

provide positive results in detecting human activities like 

sitting, lying, falling, and many more. These sensors can 

also connect to the home network which can make home 

and human-activity monitoring by these category people.  

F. Advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) 

ADAS involves heterogeneous sensors which are 

installed in vehicle to assist the drivers while driving. The 

sensory system accurately alerted the driver about 

pedestrian near the vehicle through IR sensor. 

G. Thermal Cameras and Fire Safety 

Well-equipped hardware components and image 

processing algorithms results the quality thermal images. 

A thermal camera provides night vision which most of 

the visual cameras lack and therefore thermal camera is 

much more suitable for alarm. 

 

III.  OMRON D6T-44L-06 MEMS THERMAL SENSOR 

The proposed OMRON D6T sensor has three 

components: i) silicon lens cap ii) MEMs thermopile 

module iii) circuits for converting analog data into the 

digital values. The role of silicon lens is to absorb the far-

infrared rays emitted by the target object using the 

thermopile sensor. The electromotive force develops 

between the two nodes of the thermopile because of the 

difference in temperature which is used by the analog 

circuit to give output digital temperature value. This 

calculated temperature is output through an I2C 

communication bus as mentioned in Table 1. OMRON’s 

D6T-44l-06 thermal sensor is a non-contact infra-red 

sensor and has a high sensitivity that enables detection of 

stationary human presence in a room without the need for 

any movements. It can also locate and estimate the 

number of people in a room and recognize if a person is 

leaving a predefined area. Additionally, Omron D6T 

sensors will give a continuous output of the temperature 

values detected without any delay [12]. 

A. System Design and Result Analysis 

The hardware components of the proposed sensor are 

Omron D6T-44L-06 MEMs thermal sensor, 

microcontroller (Arduino Uno), jumper wires and few 

pull up resistors. For programming, the open source 

Arduino IDE is used and program was uploaded to 

microcontroller and processing IDE to display the 4X4 

pixel matrix as graphical output. IR sensor is highly 

sensitive, proper connections are highly necessary with 

the controller. Datasheets are available on the sensor-web 

are used to set up the system [13]. 

A thermopile Omron D6T thermal sensor comprises of 

various thermocouples associated with arrangement. A 

thermocouple produces a voltage when transmitter (i.e., 

metal) acquires contact with the heat. This voltage 

creating impact is known as Seebeck impact. A 

thermocouple sustains Seebeck impact through hot and 

cold intersections. At the cold intersection, the 

temperature is same as encompassing temperature since 

silicon is exceedingly conductive. At the heated 

intersection, the temperature is reliant on the stream 

speed. The voltage generated between the hot and cold 

intersections of the thermopile help to calculate the 
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temperature values which will be sent from the sensor to 

the microcontroller using equation 1. 

 

𝑉 = (𝑆𝑎 – 𝑆𝑏) ∗ (𝑇ℎ –𝑇𝑐)                     (1) 

Where Sa and Sb are the Seebeck coefficients of the 

two materials and Th and Tc are the temperatures of the 

hot and cold junctions respectively. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of OMRON D6T-44L-06 Sensor 

Model OMRON D6T-44L-06 

Element type 4x4 array 

Outline L: 18.0 mm x W: 14.0 mm x  H: 8.8 mm 

Appearance 

 

Temperature detection range +5 °C ~ +50 °C 

Operating temperature range 0 ~ +50 °C 

Object temperature accuracy ± 1.5 °C 

Supply voltage 5.0 V ( ± 0.5 ) 

Communication Digital (I2C) 

Field of View X: 44.2 °       Y : 45.7 ° 

Detection area 
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From equation (1), the created voltage has relied upon 

the immediate temperatures. The output of a thermopile is 

independent of the state path of the system and only 

depends on the current state. This sensor is appropriate to 

distinguish the condition of a framework even in a 

constant state [14]. The human presence detecting range 

using thermal sensor varies from 3-5 meters from its 

calibrated position, but the temperature values vary over 

the distance between the sensor location and the human. 

The temperature falls as the distance between human and 

sensor increases even though the FOV area gets more 

prominent the occupied area by target reduces thus 

allowing background temperature to prevail and affect the 

detection rate. Similarly, the detection temperature 

increases with the closeness of the object from the sensor. 

To reduce the noise levels as much as possible, the 

difference between the maximum and minimum 

temperature detected has to be greater than 2°C. It is also 

important that the background temperature can affect the 

detection accuracy of the object if the object is smaller 

than the sensitivity area. Such as when the surrounding 

temperature is nearly equal to the body temperature of the 

human, it becomes a tricky situation to detect humans 

since the difference between the brightness of pixels on 

the sensing array will be negligible [15, 16].  

In Figure 1, it can be observed the connection required 

between the sensor and the microcontroller. To view the 

temperature values in the serial monitor of Arduino IDE.  

The serial monitor displays the recorded temperature 

output of the sensor as shown in figure 2. After 

successfully receive the temperature data from the 

proposed sensor and processed these values in processing 

IDE. Processing IDE is capable of reading the data from 

serial ports and output the information using the graphical 

display. The Arduino IDE and processing IDE are 

capable to access the same serial port but not 

simultaneously because it will result an error due to port 

busy. It visualized the 4x4 pixel array with pixels color 

coded as desired for a specific range of temperature. The 

pixels with the specific color having the range from 29 °C 

to 38 °C which are likely to describe the human presence. 

Finally to detect the probability of the person 

identification, it is important to check the temperature of 

brighter pixels and estimated the deviation with other 

pixels. The higher variance results more likely is the 

chance of human presence and located in the direction of 

the brightest pixel as shown in figure 2. Now, following 

are the results of few test cases conducted in our 

experimentations. 

 

 

Fig.1. Logical Connections of OMRON D6T Sensor and Arduino MC 
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Fig.2. The Output Temperature Values in Serial Monitor of Arduino 

 

Fig.3. Graphical Output of OMRON D6T Sensor of 3 m Distance 

B. Test Case 1 with 3 Meter Distance 

Figure 3 shows the graphical output of first 

experimentation with the range of 3 meters distance 

between human and sensor device. The graphical output 

of 4x4 pixel array is used to determine the location and 

presence of the human. In test case 1, the red pixels 

denote the location of the human detected in the FOV of 

the sensor. The red represents the human-pixels, and 

another color represents non-human pixels. The 

temperature readings are displayed over the pixel to see 

the difference between the body and background 

temperature. It is also clearly observed that the proposed 

sensor can be used for both detection and localization of 

humans as it identifies the left, middle and right position 

of the target. Human presence is detected in red pixels 

and room temperature in yellow pixels. Human presence 

detected using our sensor at three different locations like 

left, center and right as shown in figure 3a, 3b and 3c. 

 

 

Fig.4. Graphical Output of OMRON D6T Sensor of 4 m Distance
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(a)                                (b)                                 (c)  

Fig.5. Graphical Output of OMRON D6T Sensor for Detecting Human 

and Cold Water. 

C. Test case 2 with 4 Meter Distance 

The only difference in test case 1 and test case 2 is the 

distance between the human and sensor. The second 

experiment has given less count of red pixels compared to 

test case 1 as shown in figures 4. It is detected that human 

body temperature falls with respect to increase the 

distance between human and sensor. 

D. Test Case 3 with 3 Meter Distance and other Object 

Test Case 3 shows that the sensor is capable of 

detecting the surface temperature of both living and non-

living objects. The red pixels which range from 31°C to 

33 °C represents the surface temperature of the human 

body whereas the blue pixels represents the surface 

temperature of cold water in a bottle of temperature range 

20 °C to 24 °C. Graphical output in figure 5 shows, cold 

water in blue pixels, human presence in red pixels and 

room temperature in yellow pixels. From figures 5a, 5b 

and 5c, it is observed that human presence at right side 

and cold water at left side, cold water at center lower and 

human presence at left upper, and cold water at right 

lower and human at right upper respectively. The 

presence of human is detected efficiently by separating 

the human-pixels from non-human pixels with different 

color coding of pixels from figure 5. 

 

IV.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The proposed sensor system is convenient to use and 

deploy for human detection applications. The proposed 

human detection sensor is comparatively cheap and better 

optimal range, high accuracy and better field of view 

(FOV). The installation of the sensor at the proper 

position may increase the better coverage of the targeted 

region. The 4x4 pixel array output is provided quality 

information, and monitored the desired activities in FOV. 

The performance evaluation of the proposed system has 

proven that it is high-quality, secure and energy efficient. 

The proposed system is quite useful for essential 

applications like security, fire-safety, disaster relief and 

smart household appliances. As a future work, we are 

working to introduce an improved sensing system which 

can separate the human surface temperature (human-

pixels) from surrounding temperature (non-human pixels) 

with high accuracy. The improvements in the proposed 

sensor system are introducing like Fresnel external lens 

on the sensor to get a brighter images. 
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